Rules

Set-Up

In the almost resplendent kingdom of the goblins, everything is ready
for the nuptials of Princess Koncita. Well, almost ready... The preparations
enrage the princess — everything seems to be going wrong for her. Koncita
has a difficult character, and all around her hordes of terrified servants
bustle about, attempting to satisfy her every tantrum, ahem... desire. But
even in the chaos of these preparations, trying to dodge the possessions the
princess flings at them (have you ever seen a flying chamber pot?!), the true
nature of the goblins comes to the fore: their infamous greed will bring them
to seek some small amount of vengeance not only against the princess, but
against each other, too.

Open the board in the middle of the table and carefully
push out the cardboard components.
The goblin-shaped player markers and that of the
princess must be inserted in the plastic bases.
Divide the Forfeit cards by type into six decks and
shuffle each deck separately. Shuffle the Movement cards
and place them face down near the board. Shuffle the
Treasure cards and place them face up on the table. For
4- or 5-player games, discard the top 3 Treasure cards. For
2- or 3-player games, discard the top 6 cards.

And so, in the excitement of the preparations, amongst the shoves and
forfeits they have to put up with, maybe they will even manage to pinch a
little treasure for themselves.

Components
9 plastic bases
1 game board

5 furniture bases
100 cards divided into
three decks:
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1 Princess marker

50 Movement cards
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CarilloN
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8 player markers

Il tuo goblin deve
fare
due mosse consecu
tive
sulle caselle centrali

20 Treasure cards
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eDucazione
Quando un goblin
prende una carta
tesoro, devi dirgli
“Questo non si fa”

8 player cards

30 Forfeit cards

Game Sequence
1. Play 1 Movem
ent
card
(Move Goblin, Princess,

or Oscar)

2. Resolve any
consequences of
the
Movement

4 Room center cards

(Shove a Goblin,
Take a Forfeit
card, Win a Treasure
card)

3. Repeat Actions
1
and 2

4. Draw 2 Moveme
nt
cards
5. End of Turn
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8 Game sequence cards

Depending on the number of players, arrange the furniture
bases as shown in the picture below (these squares cannot be
passed through, and counts as the edge of the board).

8-7-6 players

5-4 players

3-2 players

Each player chooses a marker and card of the same color,
which they place in front of them along with a Game
Sequence card, then draws three Movement cards for their
starting hand.
Take the four Room center cards and turn them face
down, shuffle them and place them at random on the
central squares in the middle of the board.

Casket: Move the casket up against the yellow wall
Scepter: Move the scepter up against the red wall
Dog: Move Oscar, the dog, up against the green wall
The player who most looks like a goblin goes first.
If you can’t agree on who this is, draw lots. That player
places their piece on an empty square adjacent to any
edge of the board, followed by all the other players. When
all the player pieces have been placed, you can begin
playing.
The active player plays two Movement cards in front
of them.

The Game Begins
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Turn over all four cards and follow these steps:
• Replace the Princess card with the Princess marker.
• Move the other three cards to the edge of the board
with the same color, following the shortest route. Here is a
possible board layout after turning the cards over:
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Movement Cards
There are two
types of Movement
cards: those that
allow players to
move their own
Goblin marker, and
those which move
the Princess.

At the top of each card is two different colored balls or
one white ball, which allow movement by one square in
the direction of one of the colors shown—towards the
wall with the matching color.

The cards with a white ball are wild cards, representing all
four colors, and can be used to move in any direction.
Attention: It is not possible to move diagonally! The final
square cannot be on a board edge or furniture base.
If a player has no legal moves, they can discard one, two,
or three cards from their hand and then draw as many as
needed to return their hand to a total of three cards. This
also ends their turn.

On their turn, the player must play a card in front of
them, choose which color to move towards from those
shown on the card, move their piece and then apply
any consequences of their action.
Then they must play a second card,
repeating the same sequence.

Shoves
When, during their movement, a player moves their
goblin into a square occupied by another goblin, they
must move it into an adjacent square of their choice,
except for the one they previously occupied. As they must
play two Movement cards, a player is able to move an
opponent’s piece twice during their turn.
Only goblins can be shoved: the Princess and the Casket,
Scepter and Dog cards cannot be shoved in this manner.
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Finally, they must draw two cards,
before the turn passes to the next
player.
Example: A player plays a goblin
Movement card: they can move one
step in the direction of the RED side
or the GREEN side.
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Then they play another, with BLUE
and YELLOW, and can move towards
one of those two colors.
Depending on the order of play
and the colors chosen, the player
may move their piece into different
positions.

Once the cards have been played and
the movements and any effects applied,
the player draws the cards necessary to return their hand
to a total of three cards.
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the

Princess

Moving Oscar

If the Princess piece enters a square occupied by a goblin
when moving, that player must draw a Forfeit card and
immediately apply its effects (see “Forfeit Cards”). They
must then move their piece to any empty square three
squares away from the Princess.
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If the card played contains a drawing of the dog, instead
of moving the Princess or goblin, the player may choose
to move the dog
in a straight line
through as many
empty squares
as possible, until
it encounters an
obstacle. If the
dog stops by a
goblin piece, that
player must pick
up a Forfeit card
and immediately apply its effects. If, on the other hand, it
comes up against the princess, another card, a piece of
furniture or the edge of the board, nothing happens.

When it is a goblin which enters the square occupied by
the Princess (for example due to a Shove), the same rule
applies: the goblin “bounces” three squares away from the
Princess and receives a Forfeit card, while the Princess stays
in the same position.
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Moving

Touching

the casket, scepter or dog card

When a goblin enters or is pushed into a square
occupied by a card (casket, scepter or dog), they
immediately take a Forfeit card and apply its effects (see
the Forfeit Cards section). They then take the card and
move it to any empty square three squares away, while the
goblin takes the square occupied by the card.

Friend

Legs

Hands

Head

Tongue

Voice

Attention: If a player does not follow the orders
described on their Forfeit cards, they must discard their
Player card and draw another Forfeit card (of a type they
don’t yet have, if possible). If that player does it again, they
are eliminated from the game.

Forfeit Cards
These are divided into 6 categories of five cards each.
When a player has to take a Forfeit card, they draw the
first card from their choice of one of the six decks.
Each card has a different forfeit which must be applied
as soon as the player picks it up. A player cannot hold
two cards of the same type, so each time they have to
draw a card of a different type from those available. If this
is not possible, they will take one of the remaining cards,
applying the new forfeit in place of the old one (which
nevertheless remains in their possession).
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Treasure Cards

• Touches an opponent’s or their own goblin by moving
the Princess, or
• Is the first player to touch the Princess with
their piece.
In the first case, the player touched by the Princess will
draw a Forfeit card, as usual, while the player who moved
the Princess will win the Treasure card. In the second case,
it will be the player who moved their (own) goblin who
both receives a Forfeit card and wins the Treasure card.

There are 20 of these cards, and they represent the
rewards that the goblins can find in possession of the
Princess, the dog, the scepter or the casket.
The top card in the Treasure deck is always visible right
from the beginning of the game and shows what is
required of the players to win it.
There are two ways for a player to
Wedding dress
win a Treasure card:
• Fulfil the objective described on
the card, or
• Move their goblin onto the
square
occupied by the piece shown
2
at the bottom of the card (the
Move the Princess to
princess or one of the cards, dog,
touch a Goblin
casket or scepter)
When a player wins a Treasure card
during their turn, they must keep
it face up in front of them for the rest of the game. The
deck of Treasure cards will show the next Treasure card.
Attention: The Treasure cards must be won following an
action performed during a turn, it is not possible for a
player to win them during the player’s own turn. In this
example, the Treasure card will be won by the first player
who:

End

of the

Game

and

Winner
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The game ends when one of the following occurs:
• The Treasure cards run out
• The Forfeit cards run out
• A player collects 6 Forfeit cards (it does not matter
which category).
At this point the game ends and the points given by
the Treasure cards are added up. The player with the most
points is the winner. In the event of a tie, the player with
the fewest Forfeit cards is the winner.
If there is still a tie, the winner is the tied player with the
most 3-point treasure cards.
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